U P P E R E AST S I D E T E R R ACE R E P O RT

Neighborhood News
During 2019, 4.97% of all the condo and co-ops sales on the UES had a private terrace of some sort being either ‘direct
access’ or ‘roof top’. Manhattan wide, during that period, terraced homes represented 4.54% of all the closed sales. The
average price for the 119 terraced homes that were sold on the UES was $ 4,283,671, almost exactly the same as the citywide
average of $ 4,269,892.
It is not likely the ratio of terraced vs. non-terraced homes will change significantly over the next few years on the UES. After
all, there are fewer ongoing new-construction projects per block on the UES then anywhere else in Manhattan. And in those
buildings currently under construction or in the planning stages, about a 5% of the proposed homes will have terraces.
The average size of all 119 terraced homes sold on the UES in 2019 was 1,907sf with 89 Coops averaging 1,639sf and the
average of the 30 terraced condos at 2,694sf. Therefore, the average terraced condo on the UES sold during this time, was
132% larger than the average of 1,161sf for all 1129 (terraced & non-terraced) condos transacted on the UES.
In 2019 the UES was the most expensive area in the city to own a terraced home.
One of the most important numbers to determine the cost of ownership of any home is the Carrying Cost (Maintenance for
co-ops or Common Charges + RE Tax for condo’s).
Since we are the only Real Estate brokers to track the Carry Cost across all ownership types, we can tell you the average
carry cost for the 119 terraced homes that sold on the UES was $6,424/mth, the highest in the city and 24.3% above the
city average of $5,167
However, in order to make this truly meaningful and comparable across the city, we need to look at the Carry Cost per
Square Foot. For the UES the average Carry Cost $3.65/SF is still the highest in the city, but only 16% above the city-wide
average of $3.13/sf
If you would like to see how your area compares to the other locations in the city, please go to theterraceexperts.com/
reports.

MARKET TESTING
Private sales possibilities for
off-market properties

UNBIASED ADVICE
Derived from visual data from
5,000+ catalogued terraces

VERIFIED TERRACES
5000+ real terraces—no
balconies or patios here

TERRACE IDENTIFICATION
We scored all terraces in
NYC on 17 unique criteria

OFF-MARKET ACCESS
Direct owner targeting
for unlisted properties

FOR SELLERS

PRO ROLODEX
Hand-picked architects,
landscapers, contractors and more

FOR BUYERS

FOR OWNERS

Our Services
INFORMED PRICING
Proprietary pricing formula
with 95 variables

BUYER POOL
Far-reaching network of
interested, vetted terrace buyers

TARGETED MARKETING
Website and social media
directly aimed at terrace seekers

Not all terraces are
on the same level
25,000 Listings claim to have a private terrace.
We searched all accessible real estate databases and found more than 25,000 active or closed listings claiming to have
a terrace.

There’s actually 6,258+
Over the course of three years, we reviewed every single listing ourselves. We first sorted which of the apartments actually had
a terrace by reviewing the building blueprints and photographs. Listings with balconies or shared roof decks were excluded,
reducing the inventory to an accurate account of 6258 currently known terraced properties in Manhattan, and accurately
calculated the square footage for each.

95 variables affect terrace ppsqft.
We have scored each terrace on this proprietary list against 95 criteria we identified as affecting the value of terraces. As a result
of this Herculean effort our comprehensive database has well over 5,000,000 data-points allowing us to calculate the value of
any terrace in relation to another.

FRANS H. PREIDEL
Licensed Associate Real Estate Broker
fpreidel@bhsusa.com
o: 212-906-0504 m: 917-912-3119
www.theterraceexperts.com

GIVE US A CALL

Neither are
all brokers

All information is from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, change of price, prior sale or withdrawal
without notice. No representation or guaranty is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and other
information should be re-confirmed by customer. All rights to content, photographs and graphics reserved to Broker.

2019 Terraced
Property Market Report
Be empowered by data
Pictured property 117 East 29 PhB, price & info upon request.

Terrace Properties
General
In 2019 the overall volume of sales in Manhattan was 11,773. The average sales price was

$2,050,920; the median price was $1,146,735.

Apartments with private terraces accounted for 562 of these sales. They traded at an average price of

$4,296,500, with a median price of

$2,612,500. Therefore, last year the average price of a terraced home in Manhattan was 108% higher than the overall housing stock—more
than twice as much.
In co-ops, which represented 45% of all terraced home sales, terraced homes sold for a 112% premium. While in condos that difference w
as 88%.
These pricing differences, as incredible as they seem, start to make more once we look into the three main variable that drive the gap; size,
location, and desirability.
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2019 Terrace Sales (562 Sales)
$10M (48 Sales)
$5-10M (82 Sales)
$3-5M (133 Sales)
$2-3M (90 Sales)
$1-2M (128 Sales)
$1M or Less (81 Sales)

Terrace Attributes
That Effect
Market Value

2019 Sales
Factoids
562

TOTAL SALES

354,622

Size
Terraces tend to be attached to larger apartments.
Condominiums with terraces that traded in 2019 averaged
2,233 square feet which is 35% larger than the average of
all condos sold (1,648 square feet). Developers design their
projects with this in mind, further pushing the price point.
Also, private outdoor space is so coveted that over time,
many terrace owners opt to combine units rather than moving,
yielding even larger apartments.

Location
All other things being relatively equal, the higher the floor,
the higher the value. The average elevation of an apartment
in Manhattan is the 6th floor; for terraced homes it is the
10th. In addition, 35% of the terraced apartments sold were
true Penthouses (located on the top floor of the building).
Our proprietary database shows true Penthouses achieve
a 29% sales premium (…maybe that is why so many new
developments throw the term PH around like confetti).

Desirability
To an owner, the desirability of having a terrace is obvious
but it is also a key factor for potential buyers. The top three
search criteria for Manhattan real estate are outdoor space,
doorman and pet-friendly. If you are reading this and living in
a full-service, pet-friendly building, you have hit the trifecta!...
Now if only we can get the monthlies lowered
As an owner, desirability is the only one of these factors you
can influence. We understand improving a terrace can seem
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like a daunting task, so we have created a large database
of vendors with significant experience around the city so
please call us so that we can advise you how to maximize the
enjoyment and value of your terrace.
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